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1 STATISTICAL CONFERENCE MATERIAL I (Dedy Mulyadi, S.Si.) Some basic conditions. Type of data. Sum notation (). Descriptive statistical values. Correlation coefficient and determining Coefficient. Simple linear regression. 2 SOME BASIC STATISTICAL AND STATISTICAL TERMS. Statistics in terms of language are data, while
statistics are the science that studies data. Descriptive statistics and statistics of inference. Descriptive statistics are methods related to the collection and presentation of a data cluster thus providing useful information. Inference statistics include all methods related to partial analysis of data and then reach foresight or withdrawal of
conclusions about the entire parent data cluster. 3 SOME BASIC TERMSPopulation and examples. The population is all the observation that concerns us. An example is a set of parts of pupulation. Simple random example. A simple random n example of observation is an example chosen in such a way that each set of parts of the n size
of the population has the same opportunity selected. 4 SOME BASIC STATISTICAL TERMS AND PARAMETERS. Statistics are any value that describes the characteristics of an example. The parameters are any value that clarifies the characteristics of the population. Datum and Data. Datum is a single form of data in the form of a
single observation value or measurement result. Data is a plural form of datum in the form of a set of observational values or measurement results. 5 NOMINAL QUANTITATIVE QUANTITATIVE DATA TYPES RELATION ORDINAL INTERVAL 6 NOTATION OF SUM ()By using the Greek letter  (sigma capital) to affirm sum, we can
write down the number n any number: we read sum xi, and from 1 to n. Numbers 1 and are called the lower limit and the upper limit of the sum. Thus: 7 NOTATION OF SUM ()For example, of an experiment that observed weight loss over a period of 6 months. The registered data is 15, 10, 18 and 6 kilograms. If our first value is
symbolized by x1 the second x2, and so on, then we can type x1=15, x2=10, x3=18, and x4=6, we can write down the number of the four weight changes as: 8 NOTATION SUM ()The lower limit of the sum should not start from number 1 and so the upper limit of the sum should not be up to the largest number (n). For example: Subscript
and the lower limit of the sum can also be replaced with another letter as long as it is consistent in terms of its use. For example: or 9 NOTATION SUMMING ()The lower limit of the sum does not have to be a subscript. For example, the sum of the first nine original numbers can be typed as: If the lower limit and the upper limit of the sum
are not written, it means summing the whole number. Up to: 10 NOTATION OF SUM ()Some tests of summing the sum of two or more variable amounts equal to each of them. So: If c is a constant, then: and 11 SUMMARY NOTATION ()After studying the summary notation (), please note the formula to find the linear correlation
coefficient value (r) below: The formula will be easily resolved. One thing to note: and 12 MINIMUM DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICAL VALUES, which are the lowest of global values in a single data cluster (variable). MAXIMUM, which is the largest value of the entire value in a single data cluster (variable). that is, the sum of the whole value
in a single data group (variable). SIZE OF THE DATA CONCENTRATION. MEASUREMENT OF DATA DIVERSITY. 13 STATISTICAL DATA DESCRIPTIVE DATA SIZE STATISTICAL DATA SIZE Average / Average / Average / Average value / Value of expectation : Example (X): 14 DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICAL VALUES Average data
concentration size, i.e. values whose position is right in the middle after sorting the data (if many data are strange), or the average of two values that are placed in the middle after the ordering of the data (if many data are odd), or the average of two values that are placed in the middle after the sorting of the data (if many data are Example
1: Sorted by what the median is 13 (the value in the 4th tribe). Example 2: Sorted so that the average is ( ) / 2 = 26.5 15 DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICAL VALUES DATA CONCENTRATION MODE SIZE, i.e. the value that has the highest frequency appears. In one piece the data cluster can have more than one mode, specifically one that
has two modes called bimodus. If all values in a data group have the same frequency as it appears, the data cluster is said to have no mode. Example 1: Mode is 13 Example 2: mode is 9 and 13 (bimodus) Example 3: it does not have a mode of 16 descriptive statistical values the region of data diversity size (range), i.e. the difference
between the smallest and largest values. Example: Region = 16 – 9 = 7 Variety (Variation), calculated by formula: sample data sample data 17 DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICAL VALUES DIVERSITY SIZE Example: Comparison of the price of coffee in a pack of 200 grams in four randomly selected grocery stores shows an increase over the
previous month's price of 12, 15, 17 and 20 rupees. Count the different examples of the increase in the price of coffee! Answer: The average value of our example is obtained by calculation: 18 STATISTICAL VALUES DESCRIPTIVE DATA DIVERSITY SIZE RESPONSE (continuous): Thus, 19 DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICAL VALUES
DIVERSITY SIZE By using square deviation to calculate the variety, both the population and the example, we obtain a unit equal to the original unit square. So if the original data is in meters (m), then the variety has a square meter unit (m2). In order to obtain a measure of diversity that has the same unit as the original unit, as is the case
of the region, we root the variety. The size obtained is called standard deviation. 20 DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICAL VALUES DATA SIZE ESTÀNDARD, calculats a partir de la fórmula: dades d'exemple de dades de dades de dades de dades de dades de dades de dades de dades de dades de dades de dades de dades de dades de
dades de dades de dades de dades de dades de dades de dades de dades de dades dades From the example of increased coffee prices, the default deviation value is: 21 DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICAL VALUES The data diversity Shows the standard deviation formula from sample data can also be displayed in the form of: or Is, in line
with the display of the variety formula (variance) or standard deviation for both population data and corresponding sample data. 22 DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICAL VALUES SIZE DIVERSITY DATA Task: Demonstrate by calculation and mathematical legally that the formulas on both sides below are the same! One of the laws of
mathematics that can be used: 23 COEFFICIENTS OF LINEAR CORRELATION AND DETERMINATION Coefficient of linear correlation COEFFICIENT (r), serves to determine the relationship of the behavior of the data in a data cluster (variable) with the behavior of the data in other data clusters (e.g. data clusters X and Y). Data
properties: Paired, many data from both variables are the same. Linear correlation coefficients are calculated using the formula: 24 -1 ≤ r ≤ 1 LINEAR CORRELATION COEFFICIENT AND COEFFICIENT DETERMINATION -1 1 Correlation coefficient value that can occur within the limit: -1 ≤ r ≤ 1 -1 1 The correlation coefficient is divided
into 3 categories: Positive correlation (relationship) : 0 &lt; &lt;3&gt; r ≤ 1 Uncorrelated (unlisted) : r = 0 Correlation (relationship) negative : -1 ≤ r &lt; 0 25 COEFFICIENT LINEAR CORRELATION AND COEFFICIENT DETERMINATION Meaning of the coefficient of each category: Correlation (relationship) positive : the higher the X value
then higher the value Y or vice versa the lower X value, the lower the value Y. (Case in case: promotional expenses and company income). Uncorrelated (unrelated) : The value change (up and down) that occurs in X does not translate into a change in value (up and down) in Y. (Example case: height and employee salary). Negative
correlation (relationship): The lower the X value, the higher the value Y or vice versa, the higher the X value, the lower the value of Y. (Example case: the age of the used car and its sale price). 26 LINEAR CORRELATION COEFFICIENT AND COEFFICIENT DETERMINATIONExample Case: Calculate and interpret the correlation
coefficient for the following data: x (high) and (weight) Response: To facilitate, first calculated some sum notation (Σ) necessary in the formula. The calculation is done by forming a table as follows: ... 27 LINEAR CORRELATION COEFFICIENT AND DETERMINATION COEFFICIENTExample Case (advanced): i x y x2 y2 x.y 1 12 18 144
324 216 2 10 17 100 289 170 3 14 23 196 529 322 2 4 11 19 121 361 209 5 2 0 400 240 6 9 15 81 225 135 SUM 68 112 786 2128 1292 28 LINEAR CORRELATION COEFFIcient AND COEFFICIENT DETERMINATIONExample Case (continued) : Thus: Correlation coefficient of 0.947 indicates an excellent positive linear relationship
between X and Y, the higher the height size will be the heavier weight size, or the lower the height size, the lighter the weight. 29 29 LINEAR CORRELATION AND COEFFICIENT DETERMINATION COEFFICIENT (KD), used to determine the level of influence (%) change value X to change value Y. Calculated by formula: KD =r2(100%)
Case example: If the correlation between the cost of the promotion incurred (X) and the income received by the company (Y) of r = 0.95 determines the coefficient of your determination and explains! Answer: KD = r2(100%) = (0.95)2(100%) = (0.9025)(100%) = 90.25% Meaning, the effect of the variation in promotional costs incurred in
the variation in the revenue received by the company is 90.25% the remaining 9.75% is influenced by other factors. As a prediction tool (prediction). The simple equations of linear regression sought are: Where: 31 SIMPLE LINEAR REGRESSIONExample: Define regression line equations for intelligence test score data and statistical
scores And new students as follows: STUDENT TEST RESULTS, X STATISTICAL VALUE I, Y 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 65 50 55 70 85 74 76 90 87 94 98 81 91 32 SIMPLE LINEAR REGRESSIONExample (continued) : Answer: we get it: i x y x2 y2 x.y 1 65 85 4225 7225 5525 2 50 74 2500 5476 37 00 3 55 76 3025 5776 4180 4 90
8100 5850 5 4675 6 70 87 87 4900 7 6090 7 94 8836 6110 8 98 9604 6860 9 81 6561 4455 10 91 8281 6370 11 3800 12 4070 TOTAL 725 1011 44475 85905 61685 33 SIMPLE LINEAR REGRESSION RESPONSE (continuous) : We get it: Thus, the equation of the regression line is: 34 SIMPLE LINEAR REGRESSION SIMPLE
GENERAL MEANING OF SIMPLE LINEAR REGRESSION EQUATION: Meaning of value b: If b is positive, each disbelief of an X variable unit will elevate variable Y per b units. If b is negative, each incress of an X variable unit will decrease the Y variable by a .b unit. Meaning of value a: When no activity occurs in variable X (x=0), the Y
variable will have a value of one (the value a can be positive or negative). 35 SIMPLE LINEAR REGRESSIONExposure Case 1: When you get research on the effect of promotional costs (millions of rupees) on the company's revenue (millions of rupees) you get the regression equation: The meaning of the value of 5,925: Each increase of
one million rupees of promotional costs incurred, will increase the company's revenue by 5,925 million rupees. Meaning of value 112: When the company does not issue promotional costs, the company still receives revenue of 112 million rupees. 36 SIMPLE LINEAR REGRESSIONExposure Case 2: When research on the age influence
of used cars (months) on the sale price (millions of rupees) obtained the regression equation: The meaning of the value -2.25: Each month increase in the age of the car, it will decrease the sale price by 2.25 million rupees. Meaning of value 125: At the time of making a new car sale (age = 0 months), then the car will be sold for 125
million rupees. 37 SIMPLE LINEAR REGRESSION Draws dispersion points and regression lines Y 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 Create a regression line: First point (x1, y1), for example. x1 = 30 to y1 = 30, .897(30) = 56.97 points recovered (x1 , y1) = (30 , 56.97). The second point (x2 , y2), with example x2 = 80 so that y2 = 30,
,897(80) = 101.82 you get the point (x2, y2) = (80 , ). Connecting the two points and passing them, a desired linear regression line will be formed. X 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 38 HAPPY LEARNING ... ! !
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